
Light up
your life

unveiled last Wednesday in

London. Almost exactly a yew
since the CPC464 made its

debut, (he ne* model incorpor-

ates a disc drive in place of the

buik-m ,.-:l -set te player.

And I tie keyboard has been

redesigned: a new, narrower

QWERTY keyboard stands out
' \ background and

lower than scheduled price.

the launch of the CPC454, i

new models were forecast at and in

£429 and £J29 for green and Soft'

Colour monitor, respectively. £12.95

One year

'

> il?> ..[ ICU9.
Although the

the

ongedui
keys

any additional

memory, it has extra graphics

capabilities. Now the Amsliad
can draw in dotted lines, and

fill in colour at high speed.

Bundled with the hardware is

Inside

your bolder,

brighter, better. ,

HCW . . .

Slay the
i dragon —
* St. George's Day
program p. 28

recorder to transfer programs
For (ape to disc, via the

CPC4Ws built in interface.

The -cheiiuled target for sates

of the CPC4M in 1984 was

200.000 and thai figure was
attained, according to Michael

Miller, marketing director.

Gribbly's Day/~<1
Oul- \M
reviewed , #\^#
..8 ^Q
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Soapbox
The oew Amstrad model has

appeared on Ihe scene almosi

precisely a year after [he launch

of l he CFC464. And the price

— significantly lower ihan [hat

foreseen ihis lime last year —
reflects the changes which have

taken place in the computing
industry over the last 12

months.
With prices slashed by many

major manufacturers, hardware

much machines arc worth on
the street. And a reduction of

approximately £100 has been

deemed necessary by Amslrad.
With the strong possibility of

further price-culling by MSX
companies throughout the next

year, the industry looks set for

more upheaval.

At this stage, we would like

to register our continuing

interest in and support for

The

Toko a clot- look of print.

'iwftcha<f...S3

; COMMODORE 64 / "^f
21
"'"

I AMSTRAD CPC464

/ BBC
AiJombJy techniques 34
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Books 23
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The computer industry scei

Imvf declared 1985 as Yd
the Mouse.
Wigmorc House has reli

[In- \Li: jin. itise for [he BB
a cost of £88.55. includin;

\loLiM.-[\iiii[ program.
The program provides . uu-

liLTliiiiulin)?. variable brush (

sizes, shape design, icons. r—
It™.! and prim options. Thi

m modes and
i. Claimed K
aneed general'

k (lL-ii.'i! graphics packa
' able for the BBC"
hundreds of options f.

manipulation.
The unit is currently available

by mail order from Wigmorc
Home but dealers will '

E a>,\iPUTIN<; WEEKLY U April 198S



U.'.rnr In fhurfh They would like in hear irom 1Micros in cllurcn ^J= who u p„,d „cllli
,l

e ofien accused til iuliwiin: 101 such useand thoseM

being behind the times but a who have ideas and expertise in f
of computer users are [his area,

logelher 10 iry and Inleresieii pariif. i

Ichangc all ihat. [o send a SAE lo Iti

The newly formed Christian below Lo receive further details |
Micro Users Association hopes and a sample

k logelher a large number
of Chrislian users and also Christian Micro Uteri At socio- %
promote the use of machines in flon. 6 Wolkley St, SheHtatd S6 1

church a
""

Dragon stayed!

Hewson Consultants rcpor

that a number of players hai

already finished its new game
I Dragon lore.

'
: players took different

but one claimed to have

finished the game at one sitting,

f taking just 10W hours.

The winner of the certificate^

s 14-year-old tamon McGing
' from Yately in Hampshire. "I

1

I bought my copy on April 1st

d played it over the next si\'

I days.'' lie told us.

1 "I liked Avalon and so I

I thought 1 would try this one
as easier than Action,

till haven't finished; it

mch more easily. The
Hunttant, the design is

k smashing and I particularly
''' d the graphics. They really

you the impression thai lite

He has owned hi- Spectrum
for two years but this is the first

time he has won any prize

playing a game. He usually

plays arcade games, never

Eggstra security

Software piracy is still an issu

for a number of companies and
" V F has decided lo protect

I new Chuckle Egg prograr

ith holograms.
had] cassete will have

special slicker, produced by th

rellection holographic method,
showing the A'n' F copyright

symbol and the word "egg".
Future enhancements might

include a numbering system

which should give the company
lOOTo security, any large scale

pirating operation will be
detected in moments.
There Is £1800 at stake in

Chuckie Egg competition, open
to all purchasers of

'"""

program. Sis regional fin

will play off against each other

in August and ihe first prize-

winner will walk away £500

Entries must be posted bv
Julv IWh 198J and must be on
the card supplied with the

HOML COMPUTINC; WLLKl V 2) April 198S P»k



SHEKHANACOMPUTER SERVICES

(1 MINUTEFROMIMHH LE

.

ANCHORLORD LTD.
COMMODORE PACK C64. DATASETTE. REFERENCE GUIDE
BOOK, JOYSTICK, CARRYING CASE + INTERNATIONAL
SOCCER + SIMONSBASIC £245
COMMODORE PORTABLESX 64 £450
COMMODORE + DISC DRIVE + PRINTER + EASY SCRIPT +
EASYFILE + 6GAMES £538
PRINTER DPS 1001 £300
SIM0N'SBASIC + INTERNATIU*ML$OCCER E35 50

SPECTRUMPLUS £125
QL £375
ATARI £128
AMSTRAD(GREEA\<ONITOR) £238
AMSTRAD(COLUL~ MONITOR) £338
ELECTRON £125

BBC + DFS INTERI-ACL 399
MEOICDATASYSTEM.1ME.-.">--. ;isc -ivt £249
1541 FLASH FROM SUPERSOFT £89 95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

ALL BIG NAMES IN SOFTWARE

V- w you haw the chuce to win J^-^ A SINCLAIR C5!!* \
Every 100th customer drawn from our hat \

n a Sinclair C5. All runners up ^
a free game!

SPECTRUM
Everyone's a Wal'y

Raid over Moscow
Ghost busters

Daley Thompson Decathlon...

OUR

...9.95 8.95

...9.95 8. 95

...7.95 6.95

...9.95 8.95

...6. 90 5.90 ANCHORLORD LTD.
Just a few examples of our latest stock. Phone for details

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 13 April 1985
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Light pens for

seven machines an
on offer in our
Trojan competition

You'll be able lo program
your micro at [he speed

of light if you are one of

the 25 winners in our Trojan
Light Pen competition.

Trojan pens, available for a

large range of micros, are

supplied with all the software

you need and use the unique

Trojan two-cursor system for

The winners can choose from
the list of seven versions of the

pen. Worth £17.95 each, they

are available for C64. VIC-20,

Spectrum, Dragon, Tandy,
Amstrad and BBC.

So, if you are fed up of

struggling with the qwerty
keyboard and fancy trying the

light fantastic, send an entry for

this week's competition. It can

. VIC, .

Commodore, Einstein, cable,

Amstrad, home, BBC. Oric,

Sord, disc. Spectrum, Trojan,
computing, Mcmolech. Apple,
drive. Dragon, light, weekly,

enterprise, Tandy, pen.

You'll need lo search care

fully.

hori
diagonally ai

tally. :ally

back to from.

• Study the nordsquarc and
mark all the words you find

from the list given with a ball-

point or semi-opaque felt lip

pen. Complete the coupon
clearly and fully — if you

: label.

• You may enter as many times

as you wish, but each entry

musi be on an official coupon
— not a copy — and sealed in a

• I'ruci "ill arrive from Trojan
Product 1

, nilhin 28 days of the

publication of the issue
containing the results of the

Trojan Light Pen Comp,«Won
Entry Coupe*

Send ihe

coupon to us.

• Important: write the number
i

of words you found on the back [

of the envelope. I

• Send your eniry to Trojan '

Light Pen Competition, Home
J

Computing Weekly, No.l
J

Golden Square, London W1R
SAB, Closing date is first post

on Friday May 10, 1985.
|

I
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idea behind [he game is Tor

Gribbly [0 rescue the gribblets,

which are young gribblys. This

is done by moving about the

screen. On land Gribbly

can also fly by power of his

mind J iJ P>i energy!

To make things a utile mure
difficull Ihcre are > called

which
the

gnbblets. A lopsie slans as a
son of flying sycamore seed

floating down to land. Once
down (he lopsie becomes a little

green tube that flips along like a
slinky. If a lopsie meets a

gribblet on the ground he will

flip Ihe Gribblet onlo its back.

Gribbly can destroy Ihe topsies

in their airborne form by
'bubbling' them.

Another feature is the Anli-

Psi web thai is in the sky. Ihis is

harmful to Gribbly if he
touches it as it drains Psi but Ihe

web may be controlled ami
moved about. Finally there is

Seon, a bad gribbly,
'"

linbbi;.

web, if

The conirol of the game is

difficult to master as Gribbly
moves up under his Psi power
but gravity brings him down
and the web is never far away.
Graphics ate excellent especially

the topsie airborne and land

creatures and Ihe expressions on
Gribbly's face at various stages.

Sound is average and consists of
a few tunes. Overall a very

innovative game, well done.
j.G.n.

Cauldron
\ , piilil arh
impressive Evil Dead from
I'jla.e l auldion i

Ircsh air My origL... ...

ion is of a Defender type,

scrolling screen, wilh super!

"

detailed forests, graveyan
islands, end other bits a

Falcon Patrol II

"Oh", my brother said when
saw me playing this,

horizontal Zaxxon." Person;

I thought it was more like
' •

, but that aives \

ra of if

llccv
3f thest

dofa

and

g style and

mplet
with a

fot your spell. Collecting I

these and dumping them in tne

pot in your cottage rewards you
with a spell, with which you can
gci rid of the giant pumpkin in

the final room. No mean feat .11

The it

Price: £9.95

t! Palace Soflw:

Armed wilh 100 m
ly the Falcon over ;

as which dtop flak bombs
radar jammers. As in

Defenda, the lop pan of the

display includes a rader
' ;ing the location of nearby

the similarity wilh Defender
ends. Whilst you are blasting

(sorry, casting spells) at the

baddies you must look for some
keys, a key of one particular

colour will let you into a door
of the same colour. There are

four keys and eight doors.
Entering a door changes

everything. The game now
moves on to a ladders and
ramps type game, but ! found it

much more satisfying than most

of the scrolling landscape and
aircraft is nice and smooth.
But, although the landscape is

drawn in 3-D, the Falcon's

movement is purely two-dimen-
sional, so that the landscape
graphics are really j

decoration and don't add m
to the game play.

Also, controlling your 1

tude is a little tricky, as

can't position yourself,

instance, half way up the scr

and then continue flying

horizontally at that level. One
touch of the Up/Down controls

moves you continuously
those directions. So, to fly t

one level you must constantly

alternate between Up/Down ic

try and keep steady.

Still, once you've mastered
that, FPU is a good shool-em-

up that gets enjoyably franlic

after the first few levels. Oh,
FPU also has the novelty of a
SCREENS that loads back,

wards. C.J.

Price: £6 95

Publisher: Virgin Gan

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 23 April 1985



Theatre Europe

The theme of [his computerised

wargame is a poiential Third

World War caused by Soviet

incursion upon West German
soil. Ignoring the controversial

ibjcct of *h-~-
licll! !

i the r t of

nuclear holocaus

game. I shall describe its

concept and leave the moral
judgements to the conscience of

the buyer.

At (he beginning you arc

invited to adopt the role of

commander of the Warsaw Pact

or NATO forces, the computet

takes the opposing role. The
aim is to enter maintain control

of West Germany for NATO or

to dominate the country for the

Pact. It soon becomes obvious

that the idea is 10 achieve your

chosen objective by non-
nuclear means, or at leasi

controlled use of tactical

nuclear weapons.
Each side has a number of

military units which can he

moved a fixed distance each

turn, war being waged or

retreats made according to yuui

estimation of each unit's

strength against that of the

opposing forces, Having
engaged one or more units in

battle il is then possible to

icof these skirmishes

attempt to gain superiority. The
end of [he game arrives when
the computer decides that

sufficient advantage has been

gained by one side or the other.

The graphics in this game are

very' good bui ihe introductory

music, -Give Peace A Chance',

seems a little corny and

laved. 1 I'd! i d of

on the K
outcome by controlling missiles

on an arcade aciion screen.

The game can be played at

one of three levels, the higher

levels have special operations

which you can select in an

Price: £9.95

further details to help

understand ihe decision of ilic

computer to end the game. Jud-

ging by (he bibliography, the

research IV.r this game has been

thorough and it slates that the

Designers NoLes arc available

on request. Personally 1 feel

that it would have been useful

to include ihesc as pail of ihe

package instead of the super-

fluous leaflets.

I was left with ihe impression

that far loo much time was

spent on developing Ihe

cosmeiic .ispects of this game,

such as the nuclear cloud mush-

rooming over a doomed city.

Watgaming is at its ntosi

enj Livable when complex and il

is essential to feel ihai decisrons

made have a logical basis,

found myself gelling bored and

frustrated by the decisi

the computer to launch

;lear strikes for no apparent

ft

Glider Pilot

Many of today's aircraft

.irmii.iiin-. arc so complex that

amidst the controls and gadgets

the aim of the program is

completely forgotten and the

outside weather conditions

become irrelevant. This is nol

true with Glider Pilot because,

as you may know, gliders have

few controls and rely on
thcrmals to gain height.

The game comes with a fairly

comprehensive manual
lApiaitts quite well how
Glider Pilot. Haung ;;iid

niiiji admit ihat I have i

got round the course "

If you feel that you i

land the glider on your own
then you can leave tf-

computer io do this. As long

there is an airfield near-by il will

landthcglidcrsafcly.lt'

[hat Ihe computer carun

us well, jusi io give

denton st ration ol how u

Hit graphics are well

mented. Areas on the ground
arc jusl line drawings but the

clouds are

relation to each other. When
you bank to one side the whole

display through your window
will twisl around. The effect

given is really very _
There are three different

maps available. One large and

two small scale. The small scale

is used for determining when
you cross the slatting poim if

you have a held line start.

The game offers you much
control over Ihe weathr-

H was designed and
by a fully qualified

glider pilot and seems to be very

Address: CRL House, 9 Kings

Yard. Carpenters Rd, London
E15ZHD

Flipped

Hooked

K«

'W
Yawning

E3
Comatose
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original. The idea is .

le. You control a grand
car and your lask is ic "

To add to the

in normal ra ll. ilKT.

Kit!)

get your hand in, there is a

practice option. This is valuable

Since it gives you the chance to

get a feel for the circuit and to

practise accelerating and gear

shifting. Once you've got it

sussed, there's a small matter of
qualifying. This race is a

nominal 90 seconds long, but
iu must complete the race

73 seconds to qualify.

Depending on your finishing

time in qualification, your
position in the starting grid for

the main race is decided.

The graphics are typical for

this type of game with smooth
scrolling of the track. The
feeling or movement is

enhanced by the signs which
change size and position as they

approach. The game is fast and
quite testing but in the light

of the fact that there arc one
j games of comparable

quality about, its release is

probably too late, A.W.

Price: £9.95

Publisher: US Gold

Address: Unit 10, Parkway Ind
" utre, Hcneage St, Birming-

n B7 4LY

Gyron
1 know thai the people at

Firebird, as well as a number of
other magazines, have been
raving aboul this, but I'm
afraid I just don't quite shore
their enthusiasm for it. Don't
get me wrong, there's nothing
cheap or shoddy aboul Gyron.
Technically it's awe-inspiring,

and the graphics are nothing
short of superb, unfortunately 1

just didn't find it particularly

thrilling to play.

Stripped of the manual's
pseudo-myslicol waffle about
gods and time and space, the

plot places you inside either or

Necropolis — which are dis-

played using vector graphics.

The mazes are patrolled by
Celestial Spheres, fatal to the

touch, and defended by Towers
of Silence which can zap you to
bits, but are vulnerable to
attack from behind. To navi-

gate the mazes you travel in a

ship called a Hedroid, and the

main pan of the screen display
represents the forward view

from within the Hcdoid.
As I mentioned, the line

graphics as you move around
the maze are excellent. The line

graphics as you move around
the maze scroll smoothly and
without even a hint of flicker as

(hey are rapidly redrawn. The
Spheres (hat roll gracefully

Price: £9.95

Publisher: Firebird

Wellington Hse.
Upper St Martin's La, London
WC2

iiS astonishing to see how their

individual outlines and patterns

of movement remain so clear.

From a programming point of
view, the techniques employed
to achieve this must be mind-
bogglingly complex. The
openirm screen tdon'l blink or
you'll miss it) features a

sequence so well animated that

it gave me a real start when I

saw it for the first time.

Yet despite all this, I come to

the conclusion that Gyron is

really just another maze game,
albeil a wonderfully complica-

ted one. There's no real sense of
achievement when you zap one
of the Towers, and you only gel

one life with which to try and
complete the enormous mazes,
which made the whole thing

seem a little futile after a few
tries. And, after a while, one
stretch of corridor looks very

much like any other, no matter
how well drawn, and it starts to

get a bit monotonous.
I tried hard to enjoy Gyron, 1

honestly did. A vast amount of
work has clearly gone into it

and I feel a bit guilty dismissing

all that effort, but my final view

programming technique, Gyron
is brilliant. But as a

rather dull. Sorry.

The format is quite standard,
"he main segment of the
lisplay holds three reels which
scroll up giving an impre

various symbols and fruit.

To add to the options available,

you have occasional optioi

hold reels, nudge reels and there

tber symbols on the reels.

The bonuses offer extra ni

or cash. Each time you
some cosh, you have the option
to gamble. This either doubles
or halves your winnings.

The cassette carries ver:

for the 54, V1C-20, C16 and
Plus/4. This innovatioi

"

intended to make life sir

for the retailer. All ver:

were colourful with decent
effect and scrolling.

The main problem with this

sort of simulation is that you
miss the whole point of one

—
bandits. The excitement

risking your own casl

missing. In an attempt to offset

this deficiency, this game
counts the number of spins you
get for your allocated cash am
(his goes on a high-score table.

Overall Las Vegas compare:
very well against the oppositior

ES

A.VV.

Kh
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of the

formula and ingredients for a

lost elixir needed to rid the land

of a plague. You arc offered a

upper portion gives a view of

the location and the lower

portion gives textual informa-

i. The method of play is

rring simple command, and
ing various problems. An
raciive element i> provided

1 the presence of various

elves and a cat.

The first and most irritating

aspect of the game to strike you
is the lack of sensible responses

to your commands. Any un-

acceptable comms
I. Thit

ts that you don't really

know what is unacceptable

about your
The i thai

there are clues everywhere in the

text and pictures. I didn't find

this to be the ease. The first

screen requires an action before

ou can go anywhere, although
i> indication i> given anywhere
mat this action may be. The
inly way 1 found it out was by

The design of the game is fair

graphics. Some
included with doors opening,

cats walking and rocks moving.
Whilst I enjoy a testing

adventure, t fell that this game
was more obscure than intellec-

tually tough. 1 would have

preferred more emphasis on
textual descriptions and helpful

responses. Overall fair but

probably too daunting for new-

ers to adventures. A.W.

Address: Unit 10. Victoria hid

Pk, Victoria Rd, Dartford.

Kent DAI 5Aj

Each of the four programs

ptions in terms of difficulty

games. The various options are

menu-driven and each option
can be exiled by pressing

escape. In addition to the tests

there is a demonstration mode
which shows how the game is

The addition program is

based upon a game where Ihe

re chest at thebt

Multiplication fealures a grid

within which a fly is trapped,

while Division centre; around a

game where balloons have to be

Each program shows the

wrong answer is given and Ihe

more complex question- require

each siage of the calculation to

be entered. My main complaint
here was that the instructions

weren't clear as to what the

program wanted entering for

each step of the solution.

However, by watching Ihe

demonstration ii soon became
clear whai was required.

Each program gives six levels

of difficulty and a demonstra-
tion can be requested for each

level. The programs combine
good teaching with entertain-

Price: £19.95
Publisher: Oxford
Press

.1.1).

Up 'n' Down
All you mad motorist- will love

this game. The object is to drive

can gel. The difficulty is thai

the roads are chaos but to help

you wilh this small problem you

There is a network of diagon-

ally crossing single-track roads

along which cars and lorries

may go in any direction.

Working your way up Ihe roads

may cause problems if you meet

anything coming the opposite

way. To lackle Ihis you may
jump over or on top of the

oncoming vehicles. Beware
though: if your jump too near

to a corner you could over-run

the road and crash.

Getting up the steep inclines

is quite hard due to the faci that

you struggle to get your car up
hills and so slow down or

sometimes even stop and start

rolling backwards. The other

factor which makes it difficult

is that you can't jump over

anything when on a hill.

The background graphics
scroll up and down depending

on the direction in which you
are moving. A nice 3-D effect is

given — the display -com- lo

have some depth and reality lo

it. Good use is made of (he

colours and sprile graphics.

oduclion cnp> had

worked out the rules by trial

and error. Despite this it does

seem to have a good potential

and is definitely hard enough to

keep you going for a while. K.l.

Price: £9.95

Publisher: US Gold

Address: Unit 10, Parkway Ind

Centre, Heneage Si. Birming-
ham B7 4LY

Our pi

This package is designed I

teach the user some basi

principles involved in reading

There are three programs.

The first introduces and
explains ihe arrangement or
notes on the slave for Ihe treble

sounded and displayed on the

displayed.

The last program is an arcat

space invaders lype game.

staff. You must shoot it by
typing in its name before it

screen. Points are awarded
depending on your
lime lo name the note. If you
gel the wrong answer ther

"

is lost. This progra
particular is good for increasing

[he speed at which you

The whole package is well

presented and thoughtfully laid

out. Different difficulty levels

are available so til

may be suited. A four page

explain how the

should be used.

Price: £9.95

Publisher: Chalksoft

progra



order lo rescue scientists. Then
you musi escape. There are

many ways through the caverns
— it's up to you to find the

I he helicopter you control is

affected hv gravity and also has

momentum. This would add
some reality to the game if the

helicopter wasn't so large. The
problem is that you are

controlling a fast cumbersome
object in a small screen space.

When the screen scrolls to show

slop before you
hit the walls. On further screens

with moving obstacles to avoid

t found that playing the game
was totally impossible.

To gel
;- Hick :)

shoot a hole in the wall. There
are no rules that apply to all

caverns — it is basically a trial

and error game. There are

occasional arrows hidden in the

cave walls which point out clues

to the exit. These are a great

help and very valuable to the

The graphics and sound are

extremely good. All screen

displays seem Lo contain a lot of
detail and colour. Scrolling is

' and flicker-free.

The very
poor. They do
to pla> ilie fjmt or exactly what
your aims are. There are only a

few paragraphs of waffle that

tell you just what you already

know— nothing. K.I.

s: £7.9J

rock platforms at various
heights, at the bottom there is

a wide island surrounded by
molten lava.

You are an ostrich type of
animal with a long lance. The
object of the game is to jouste

creatures like yourself with your
lance and turn them into eggs.

The eggs will then roll and land

on a platform where you can
collect them. If you do not

collect the eggs straight away
they will turn into lava trolls.

In a similar way you must not

let anything land on you or else

you will suffer similar conse-
quences. Occasionally a ptero-

dactyl will fly onto the screen.

These are very unpredictable

and dangerous.
Controlling the game is made

very realistic with the inclusion

of in tenia and gravity. A
joystick must be used to play.

The graphics and movement
are of an extremely high
standard. In many respects they

are almost as good as the

original arcade game. The only

limitation is the computer's
screen size and resolution. 'The
sounds are not very exciting but

this is also true of the arcade

I feel that a little bit more
effort could have been put into

the instructions printed on the

inlay card. As it happens there

is a demo routine included

hich does show you the

: totally b

Grand Larceny
Orand Larceny is a graphics/
adventure game. Your brief is:

"You have until midnight to
recover the stolen plans and
escape from the Hotel. Be cun-
ning, be careful and be quick!"
Perhaps Melbourne House
should replace the word
"quick" with "slow" — or

iremely slow.

The s s split

halves, the upper

.

display a moving picture and
Ihe lower for your input. When

computer displays what you

one character per second. It

then takes even longer to
evaluate what yon have entered.

The picture scrolls left and
right depending upon where
you go. One annoying point is

the length of time it lakes 10
make a simple move from one
cell to the next — each time you
have to watch a silly little man
(oral least 1 think that's what it

is) walk to the next location.

The instructions are good —
even if they do exaggerate the

game out of all proportion. A
list of all the commands which
the computer understands, is

given. It appears lo have a
vocabulary of about 24 nouns.

If you mi in and send off

your Melbourne House registra-

tion card you will ' '

* v.it'Ki; specia

1 can honestly say that 1 am
disappointed with Melbourne
House for producing a game
such as this since it docs not live

up to the reputation which has
been built up over the pasi few

Price: £7.95

Rocket ball is played by t

leams of five roller-skated

objective is to get the ball and
throw it at the goals to sec "

players and p
Due

i of

complexity of the n

you will need a good joystick K
play ihe game. It is played fas

and gives you liille room foi

Other players arc

1 displav I

<e off if

if the player

nearest tne nan who is capable
of the job. The man whi

'

.fi'.::ni i. displayed in a

::.. .

The graphics are goi

boring to play — too mud
done automaiically by
computer. I should poini i

that this is a one or two player

game, I have been using it

play against the computer I

havealways lost. I

Price: £7.95

Address: Unit 3C, Moorfii

Moor Park Ave, Bispham,

Blackpool. Lanes

w
:rl2 HUM!- ioMI'IIIm, V,



rd approach

:o picking score draws for foot-

)ali pools. The program
ies a database or past

s and gives 22 forecasted

s. On running anil after

_ ing your password, you are

offered five options. Two of

save and load the database

When starting a

Then
s this

equested to enter the

data and the numbers of the

e draws. On subsequent

ks, you use the update/

amend database option. The
you the

In spite of some thought, 1

find it difficult to decide how
the program does it's stuff. If

you input only a single result to

an empty database, it gives 22

forecasts. This implies some
form of resident database. The

equally

applic

[swheredata art >c

based on random factors.

The forecasts generated were

compared with several weeks

results and ihe forecasts of the

experts in the papers. The result

. inconclusive. The program

imed to have about SO"A

accuracy.

The program is available only

by mail order and it contains

your own password. The insert

'! that if you win, a

in of 10% to the

company would be appreciated.
" 'e donation is big enough,

II even gel a self updating

ion of the program.
Overall, I found no evidence to

show thai the program is any
r than a blindfold and a

M.W.

Price: £13

Publisher: Naigram

ow added film adaptai

simple adventure that seems lo

have been aimed at those who
may not have ventured into this

field before, and of course

anything that helps to bring

more people to adventuring is

to be welcomed.
The plot of the adventure i;

simple: you must prevent thf

gremlins from overrunning you:

. To t

BBS

e of the film's

young hero Billy Peltzer as you

visit the various locations.

This is a fairly simple

adventure and as far as 1 can

tell, seems only to have around

40 locations, but these all have

excellent graphic representa-

tions, including some limited

animation (the tavern location

has a flashing gremlin, just as in

Ihe film) and others change in

response 10 vour actions. Ill one

location, GET SWORD will

show thai a sword has been

moved, and KILL GREMLIN
will show a picture of a dead

gremlin in place of a live one,

sophisticated and will accept

lull sentences, and this helps to

make the game more playable

for those who are new to

adventuring, but 1 am not sure

how challenging it will prove

for more experienced advemur-

ers as many of the puzzles are

fairly si raight forward (especi-

ally if you've seen the film).

Still, it's nice to sec that

Adventure International is

bringing a new audience

adventuring.

Price; £7.95

Publisher: Adventure Intel

Chuckle Egg 2
OK, so il isn'l exactly state-of-

softspot for Chuckic Egg, and I

had high hopes for its sequel.

Perhaps 1 expected a lillle too

disappointed lo see that Egg 2

had joined the ranks of JSW
clones ttgg i wo, Brute?).

To be fair though, after a

reasonably superior clone, wilh

some met e\ira fealures.

Henhouse Harry has now
moved on to a chocolate egg

factory with 120 rooms,
through which he must be

perform
operation against the bad guys.

The screen displav gives a

cw of the action. Topograph-

ical features such as woods,

hills are shown' by different

symbols. The map is equivalent

to three screen areas so scrollinj

is used to reveal new areas a:

ju move about. The display

;es hi-resolu:ion bit mapping
) whilst sinclc pixel movement
used, everything is shown m

le same green colour. This

makes visibility difficult on

5 of b

inside the eggs. As well as

usual ledges, ropes and stairs,

there are some nicely detailed

sprites lo avoid (including a

pink elephant and a creeping

hand which, confusingly, kills

you in some rooms but just

pushes you out of the way in

One extra feature that puis

Egg 2 in the arcade/adventure

category is the ability to collect

objects which will be needed lo

solve problems elsewhere in the

factory. As in a text adventure

you can only carry a limited

number of objects

However, the one stroke of

genius lliai will for

this game to me i

Game facility which prevents

you travelling all the way to Ihe

last bui one screen, only lo lose

your last lift and hai

all o'er again. 1 don'

any other arcade game wilh this

facility — whydidn"
think of ii before?

ESSEW IMUiM

change in positions is updated

on ihe map. Overall the hand-

ling of the graphics is first

'
i commanding officer, your
simply to command. 1 his

... .Ives deployment of forces

and choice of tactics. T"

programmer has spared

lains to give a complex game.
aide range of factors including

fire accuracy, armour, anti lank

unil, scouts, panic under fire

realistic game. To make life

even more interesting, you r~
deftne your own scenario,

help you in this lask, a h

list of the charactcrisi

of differem tanks and card

is provided in the excellent

manual.
This is a high calibre v

game which will appeal to the

average user who doesn'i want

10 relive a specific campaign.

The one real black mark is the

price. A fiver cheaper wot
nearer ihe mark. A.W.

kl*

Price: £14.95

Publisher: US Gold

Address: Unil 10, Parkway
Centre, Heneagt Si. liirm

ham B7 4LY
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Tatung Einstein — a work of genius?
Shingo Sugiura found out for you

ninsni, [he upper em

d by the BBC micro

versatile micro is beginning
show its immense age. lis liny

nemory capacity, extraordin-
arily high price and high cost of
peripherals haven't helped

>r those wishing to upgrade
more powerful computer,
only other choice would
no be the Sinclair QL. But

perhaps you don't fancy that

unresponsive flat keyboard? Or
maybe you've heard that the

Mierod rives are ridiculously
their data when

Or perhaps you
machine with

dieppcd I'm

M with a

:, a proper keyboard, 64K
of RAM, a separate I6K of

:o memory and 8K ROM all

powered by a Z80A central

processor running at 4 MHz. Ii

is light grey in colour and the
drive<s) are neatly built into the

front of the machine. It can
support a colour monitor and as

such, takes up a lot of room.

"sp.icc :iee look").
The full QWERTY typewriter

keyboard contains 67 keys,
including eight user definable
function keys and II control
keys such as shift, control,
alpha lock etc. However, this is

where 1 must start criticising.

For a start, there is no TAB
key, the shift keys are too small
and the keys themselves felt

very soft. 1 was often troubled
by bouncing problems and
because the keyboard isn't

buffered, half the input was
the machi

i would ha>

Behind the main box, there
lies a whole array of interfaces.

There is an on/of switch, a reset

button (which would have been
more useful at the side of the
machine rather than at the back
which is virtually inaccesible
when there is a huge colour

machine), socket for external
disc drives, the "PIPE", user
input/output port, printer port
and the video socket. On the
side of the machine, there is

a volume control knob (very

thoughtful and should have
been included on the Beeb). two
analogue joystick ports and the

RS232C socket.

powered by a Z80
1Hz. It is comple-

a full 64K of
i BK ROM and a

ailable

for r ..„.

So unlike many other so-called

64K machines, the Eins
mie fi4K machine.
The display is incidentally

controlled by the s

used in MSX mad
judging from some of the games
I've seen (both on the Einstein

and the MSX), very nice effects

Their
eved.
lie M-iih i!

J. How
hich is rather n

ratUDj lias managed t

40-column screen by ha\ _ .

8 characters rather than the
more usual 8x8. This does
result in a rather ugly character
set, but the advantages of a
40-column screen far outweigh
the cosmetics. Unfortunately,

there is no way to get an
KO-cnliiriin display, but there is

an optional 80-column board
for around £45.

The operating s

Xtal DOS. It i

CP/M that

an is called

:> similar l<

ne CP/M

lltlML COMl'UTiNtJ WLLKLY



conversion.
; Ml the standard

CP/M raisinj nds plus a MQS
command U get you into a

monitor (which

incidentally. • supports a full

screen editor whereas the DOS
supports a f cble line editor!]

d. The BASIC
rhe machine Xtal

BASIC rathe lhan the more
usual Micro* R BASIC. Il has

k used by C64.

MSN and 1 M. 1 personally

find this 4 teni by Car the

when compared
with those ol

the BBC, Ori

The BAS : itself is a good
implementa| n providing all

die facilities ou would expect.

Full access 1 the hardware is

(tensions to the

standard 4 1 BASIC and 1

found [hal he graphics and

sound coma nds "were, an the

whole, very* ell implemented. 1

™nd1orn! lanTwhlcb^CTC

clearly in detail but a few more
examples would have been

helpful.

The DOS/MOS manual had

I the information but I Fell it

is set out wry hadty and firsl-

On the games side, 1 was quite

surprised at the number of

Spcclrum/C64 classics which

have been converted for the

Einstein. 1 was most impressed

bv the standard of games such

as Hunchback by Ocean,
Punchy by Mr Micros and

Shark Hunter by Electric. In all

the games, the sprite
wet!

c BBC m
and on a par with Spectrum

games. I tun assured that many
mire classic titles such as Elite.

Airwolf, Chuckie Egg, JSW,
Manic Miner and the Adventure

International range will be
available toon.

icepiioual. I thought

erf-column texr screen should

have been included as standard

since both the BBC and the QL
(and even the much cheaper

Amstrad) supports this. When
i! comes to games-type graphics,

it is far better than say the BBC
or the Spectrum. By using the

32 hardware sprites cleverly,

some exceptional high speed

animation is possible.

The built-in disc drive was a

delight, the speed of access was

infinitely better than those on

the QL. C64 and Atari disc

systems and was comparable

with the very fast BBC system

The disc operating system was

as LKAsc,
DIReciory,
REname,
LOCK ;

UNLOCK

that there __
commands*™* as REPEAT-
UNTIL 'flftxftl^^^B

Xtal BASIC

The Ein jiiici with three

. .„ Introduction to

the Einstein. DOS/MOD Intro-

duction and Basic Reference

Manual. An Introduction to the

Einstein takes you through the

first steps of setting up the

micro and programming ir

BASIC, amongst other things

Although it's very well written

and interesting. 1 did find that it

was rather long winded (it's 229

pages long). After all. il is

meant to be a gentle intro-

duction to the world of

computers. The Basic Reference

Manual is similar to any other

book which aims to teach you a

bit about the BASIC language

All the commands are described

not get much infor-

mation on business software,

but already standard packages

such as Wordstar, Dbase-ll and

Multiplan arc available. Ob-
viously, to use most of the

serious software (including

ihosc I'vejusi mentioned), yoti

need the optional 80-column

board. With the Xtal DOS, I

would expect that many more
titles will become available on
the fiinsiein ihree-inch format

as the machine's popularity

There is in fact a user

magazine for the Einstein. I

and was very impressed by the

genial quality of the articles

Fmstein hasn't taken off yet.

there weren't many program
listings, but on the whole. Ihey

operating system.
" :vcr. you must remember

here is no cassette system

so you can't get any cheap

software (blank discs cost £5).

Even games software is priced

well above the £10 barrier (a

typical game is afflBRa £15)7

and you certainly couldn't get

hold of any budget software at

£2 This may deter most
vuunger computer users, and

I don't think leaving out the

A: £500, the Einstein is at the

top of the home micro market

and at the bottom of the

should have come with an

gO-column board built in and a

inch format.

As a home micro. » ni;» be

too expensive. Well, it certainly

-impared with a comparable

^^^I^O1' Amstrad.
you could

lonochrome

t and a full

large soft war,

i.sC UK! magazine coverage,

n fortunately, large softwt

isc usually develops as a result

Oric, Lynx, I

machin
wouldn't I

16K RAM lor display

SK ROM
DOS: Tatung/Xtal DOS

RetoJutJoit: 256 x 192

32 sprite planes

40 x 24 or 32 x 24 text display

16 colours

mtarfnces

RSittcpon
l«,u. I

111-". YUV
Eight -bit bidirectional user port

Four-bit high speed analogue to

digital converter

External Interfaces

Tatung pipe — A buffered Z80
bus wkh clock and control

Parallel printer port

Principal semiconductor!

CPU Z80A (4 MHz)
Display TMS9129
Sound generator AY-3-8910
Disc controller WDI770

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 1\
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One of the first ei

Sningo Suglura assesses three dot- pherals micro users consider

matrix printers. Read on for the final
\ you'^im™""-

*"*- '

analysis
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printer is a very useful piece of

equipment. However, there is

' a wide variety of printers

available spanning across a very

wide price range, it's difficult to

make a choice. In this article. 1

printers: the Smith-Corona
Fastest SO, Star SC10 and the

Star SGI 5.

Smith-Corona

Priced at a mere £170 (e:

ing VAT>, the Fastext

definitely in the lower

bracket of the printer m
When 1 opened the box,

surprised to find that a I

feed is optional. This is a !

since fanfold papers are

cheap and common. Of
fanfold pauer may be usei

tendency to clog

paper feedine nuxhaiii;

to creep slowly to one s:

JveJy i

the printer to the

a a suitable lead and
slotting a small ink cartridge in

the printer. Actually fitting Ihc

cartridge was easy (unlike man)
other printers) but I felt it was

rather miniscule and could

quickly dry up.

The characters are in the

form of a 9 x 8 matrix and
available in three forms:
normal, elite and condensed.

Thes may
rged and/or

emphasis but it did not support

double strike or emphasised
modes which are found on all

but the cheapest of printers.

The characters were defined

fairly well with true descenders

although because only the

bottom of the matrix is used for

descenders, characters such as
"j" looked distinctly short.

Howe
o look slightly

even stripy (this

was with

ribbon). Printing speed
claimed to be SO characters per

out to be closer lo 60. However,

exaggerating the printing speed

printer manufacturers and 60

instead of 80 cps is a reasonable

claim. It was also relatively

quiet which was a pleasant

surprise.

There are two graphics

modes: 480 and 576 dots per

line. Unfortunately, this is

complain about

>f the manual wl

t. It is

pages long, lacks technical

information and is generally

incomprehensible. A primer
which is clearly aimed at the

hobbyists market should really

come with a far better manual.

The printer itself is construc-

ted from white plastic which
makes it look rather cheap bi"

ainly ugly
However, this does nc

that it is well designed. On the

front, there is only one button

which performs on- and off-

line. Since this button is of the

push-to-make type and there is

light, it isn't

immediately obvious whether

the printer is on- or off-line.

Also, for a printer which

paper cleanly. It would r

It k'Ci! I"

s for

design was
the position of the DIP switch.

A: lasi, someone has realised

that a DIP switch should

actually be accessible without

having to tear the primer apart -

Smith-Corona has the DIP
switch conveniently located at

the back. Very sensible.

Although 1 have made many
criticisms about this printer, it

must be remembered that it's

very cheap. Perhaps the biggest

disappointment was the lack of

compatibility with the Epson
range which means that much
of the published software will

not work. Also, (he manual
could be vastly improved. How-
ever, for those of you on a light

budget who simply need a

It can come as a rude awakening to a serious person

computer userthatthe printer he thought was such a

bargain couldn't even handle his day-to-day

correspondence.

Especially when £259 could have bought him Stai

newSG-10.

A dot matrix printer Chat not only sets new standarc

in value and reliability, it offers outstanding print qualil

Compare the features foryourself

:

" Q NewNearLetterQuaiity font produces characters

close to daisywheel quality yet still offers a printing spee

of 120 characters per second in draft mode.
' Easy interfacing with virtually all popular computei

including IBM PC's.

D Prints on single sheets and fan-folded paper

D Printer memory of 2KB that can be expanded to 101

with optional buffer board.

Wide range of character sets and fonts. Internatior;

characters, italics and proportional spacing can be

selected on all modes.

Fill in the coupon for full detailsand see what made 1

one of the leading ranges of computer printers in the US

inonlytwoyears.

R WITH ONE OF OUR PRINT



Star scions

rheSGlOandSGlSarcin fact

cry similar, the only difference
King paper width and printer

buffer capacity. The SG 10 is an
SO-column printer with a 2K
printer buffer and (he SG15 is a

136-column with a massive 16K
printer buffer. Apart from
these points, they are almost
identical and the manual for

Unlike the Smith-Corona,
these printers came with tractor

i standard. However,
unlike the Corona, lilting the

ink ribbon was fiddly and messy
d the plug wasn't supplied.

To begin with, a few commi
about the general design

these print!

The ti r Iced n

is placed so high that nearly hal
-' 'he first sheet of paper i

.'J. This may not sound ten

of paper is minimal; however, i

especially if you simply want to

print a short letter. Secondly,

there is no easy way to hinge the

cover. You either have it on or

it off.

11 the pi

a high quality and
The buttons to control form
feed, line feed and on-/off-llne

control are placed in a conven-
ient position and there is a light

to indicate whether the printer

When it comes to quality of
print and variety of typefaces,

the SG10 is unique within its

price range. The standard
character set consists of a 9 x 1

1

dot matrix which gives u very

Priming is in normal, elite,

condensed, enlarged, italic and
NLQ modes. The first four

modes are available in most of
the other printers, but what
really impressed me about the

SG range is the last option. The
NLQ {Near Letter Quality)

allows you to print characters
which come close to those

produced by daisy wheel
printers. Since these characters

quality is nothing short of
superb. Of course, there are

facilities lo emphasise, double-

strike and underline leu. Also
super- and subscripts are
supported

There ate many other
features which are only
supported by more ei pensive

primers I o: s start. I don't

think a 2K printer buffet is

supported by any other printer

under £300. The SG1S has a

I6K printer buffer. This means
(hat large amounts of text may
be dumped to the primer's

buffer and you may continue
with something constructive

rather than wait for the primer
to print all the text.

The quality of manual was
unusually high. In fact. I would
even be templed to describe it as
very well written and informa-
tive. In 236 pages, it manages to

describe virtually everything

you want to know.
In this short article, there is

no way I could describe every
single facility or these printers.

Some facilities worth a mer
are user defined characters, 1 20

cps priming speed, ultra high

resolution bit image priming,
vertical and horizontal tabs and
macio instructions. Personally.

1 think these two printers arc
unbeatable. For the price, the

print quality is superb and
the sheer number of extras

definitely puts these printers in

a class of (heir own.
Highly recommended for

those who want a printer to do
more than just print listings of

Smith-Corona Faslexl 80 (£170
+ VA TJ: SCM Data Products.
Unit 23. Northjield Ind Est.

Beresford Aye. Wemblty,
Middx HAO IXP

Star SGIO/15 {£259/£389l: Star
Mkronics. Craven Hse,
Vxbridge Rd. Ealing. London

IT'S 1985

—

THE YEAR OF
COMMUNICATIONS

£49.95

SPECIAL, SPECIAL OFFER
Order your VTX 5000 NOW arid gel a FREE quarter s subscription to Micro

modems provide 1200/75 baud, enabling access to Prestei. Micronet

0. ST Gold Farmlink, Citiservices. Homelink, and some use bulletin

boards (some databases and networks require a small subscription)

MODEM HOUSE
lolanthe Drive, Exeter, Devon EX4 9EA

Tel: (0392) 69295

;<]8 HOMECOMI'lMlMi; Wl-hKI.Y 23 April 1985

Please send to me:
D Spectrum Modem(s) £49.95

D User to user software £3.95
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John Henderson gives an in-depth

analysis of Edward word processing

package

n any word processing packag

bul also commands which are

simple !u remember.
Edword lists these attributes

amongst its aims. In the words

of Clwyd Technics it's "a
package adapted to the pupils

rather than pupils adapting to

iht package". lidword lias been

especially designed for use in

schools, although recently a

version has become available

for the home market. Extensive

school trials produced a well

thought-out system which is

designed for use in schools,

although recently a version has

become available for the home
market. Extensive school trials

produced a well thought-out

system which is designed to

introduce children and adults to

the world of the word
processor.

["In- procram is supplied on a

16K ROM chip, and will only

operate on machines with

operating system OS 1.2 or

later. The package consists o!

the ROM chip, self- teaching

booklet, reference guide and a

function strip insert. Docu-
mentation is in the form of a

"word for word" guide which

is simple to understand, bul

takes a long time to read. The
user reference guid

"

the commands for

Edword is entered using the

commands -EDWORD 40 OR
-EDWORD 80. Witt
40-character printing, a maxi

mum of nine pages pei

document can be stored

whereas with

Common functions within

ic program are accessed
tliroueli .i sinclc key press. As
with most useful BBC
packages, the function keys

play a full part in restricting the

amount of typing by storing

larioiis commands.

grouped into three categories:

Yellow keys (10 to f3) for

objects — word, line, para-

graph and page. 2 Green keys

(f5 to f9> for operations —
justify, underscore, print and
command. 3 Blue key <f4) for

error help. Any error sounds an

audible beep; pressing 14 details

On entry to Edword a menu
is prcsenled giving five options.

CREATE a new .iovllllUll

iting.

REVISE an
allows ilic user lo load

which has already been created

for the purpose of editing. If

the Tile name does not exist an

error message will be given.

VIEW allows the user to

examine an existing document.

bul not to make any alterations.

INDEX catalogues dotumenls,

while the FORMAT system

allows users to enter the mode
which changes parame
within the program. This

option, which alii

lincumcni parameters .

.

played ai all times, either from

the main menu or by pressing

red key f9 when editing. Entries

can easily be changed, and the

confusion of using embedded
commands is overcom

Tab and margin se

be seen immediately,

Use of any

simpler beet

;ihhre\iiliiinls

C centres text

of text and P
,',Voab!ock
j parapaph

(he screen is the

which displays

,i the base of the

r command area,

i enoi reporting

details such as Ihe document
name, position of ihe cursor

current page and the currenl

mode, and indicating PR if

printing, irt if overtyping

US when underscoring.

. homing of the

cursor. Delete operates as

usual, bul key 17 is used during

editing. The copy key allows the

last operation to be repeated.

As with many WP packages,

automatic line-wrap takes care

of longer words to improve dis-

play, and pressing Return
produces a paragraph. You
print all the document or p
of it. Pressing key IN results

message "is vour printer re

(Y/N)" - what could

simpler?
Edword is prepared for the

Epson MX scries of printers,

but a printer file generator ii

included for other models .V

the document is printed the cur

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 2\
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S5 ~|z|x|c| V |B|N|M|f|>|?|- ...j.,,.

1 1

1a - ID"—' -— n-
;s through [he leii - . trying some sacrifices have been

made. The documentation puts
Oil many users. Double height

sinrutlL-iiiiL't ulnai working with

80-characier test, even when
sections of test are highlighted

through the "invcrsi; video"
facility.

The Index mode is usable

proudes yi>

of [he disc

there are nc

other disc

isn't possible to load tut to a

cursor position with tape-only

Preying the Break key has an
interesting effect — the whole
doeumeni is lost — a difficulty

which a WP package designed

to be used by children should
have foreseen. A Break key
disabier is available for £5, but

this should really be pan of the

package, not an add-on.
Children find this package

easy to use, perhaps easier than
adults, hut there are other WP

cheaply. The new version,

Edword+ improves some of
the WP functions, but isn't due
for release until September. No

Price: £39.95

Supplier: Clwyd Technii

SPECIAL OFFER
Em*\ Jl WORD PROCESSOR HOME PACKJ r.wm

The pack contains:- * 1 EDWORD word processor 1 6K ROM chip ^^^^^m^* 1 user Reference Guide ^^^Bfl ^^^V.^f
Keyboard Insert ^—^B^^^^^^^H^B^V

* 1 disc/cassette for printer configuration ^Bb ^^^^B^33 ^^_
Van have heard of EDWORD. the educational word processor tor ihe BBC ^IlllWj^r^k V/^r^rl
Send letter, to books, poems, shoo stories. Take advantage W(^^^V ^M M^^^^^^
of EDWORD's exceedingly oser-lnenflly editing facilities to give your woik the ^^H rfflr^^^H f /jr^^k
user EDWORD BUT HURRY this very special offer is available oily while current !H^^^M0 ^^^^
stocks last Send oft the order form below or auote reference number EWPAU02 ^^^H llflBil^r^^rK

Please send me:- ^ ^^^^^B— EDWORD Home Pack(s) - disc 40T/80T (please delete as appropriate! y
™

— EDWORD Home Pack(s) - cassette

At the total special offer price of ONLY E39. 95 including delivery and including V.AT.

Tel

PLEASE SEND THIS ORDER TO:-

fWl CLWYD TECHNICS LIMITED
r^rP %r HCW23M/85 Antelooe Industrial Estate. Rhvdymwyn, Mold. Clwyd. Tel: Hendre (035283) 751
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This week Brian

Jones shows you
how to use

lump instructions,

and haves you
with some problems

to work out on
your own

R<

H 'elcome 10 the fourth

art of l" '

BASIC, primarily

Commodore 64. Each week I'

ju with a few problems
altempt on your own. Here

1 The program lo calculate the

amount of fertilizer at 50 grams

per square metre, given the

length and breadth of the lawn

could be written as follows

-

10 PRINT-FERTILISER CALCULATION"

20 INPUT-LENGTH OF LPtWN IN METRES";L

30 Ir**UT"BR£fiDTH OF LftWN IN METRES"!B

40 LET A"L*B
50 LET U=Sa*fl

60 PRINT-WEIGHT REQUIRED = ; W) "GRftMS

-

double quotes around the Y.

This is to distinguish "Y" the

character from Y a variable.

RUN this new version and see

the effect.

Now supposing your lawn

isn't rectangular but made up of

tangular bits. We could arrange

R1NT-WEIGHT REQUIRED = " ; L*B*50! -GRP.MS

How i

getting the

correct formulae and logic and

let compactness come later. If

you have to use a few extra

lines, that will be no great

disaster. After all, a compact

program which gives wrong
answers is useless.

2 The second program I asked

you to try was to allow the rate

per square metre to be INPUT,
using the Commodore pro-

as the default option, i.e. the

value to be used unless told

otherwise. The solutionis to

take the above program and

lions. This opens up vast possi-

bilities, in particular program-

ming alternatives and loops.

The most useful jump is the

"conditional jump", which
looks something like this:

1FX<0THEN 100

35 INPUT "RATE PER SQ METRE SB|M

Now, to do the substitution

you could re-enter the line, but

Commodore's powerful screen

editor which makes such tasks

much easier. This means we use

a line appearing on the screen

INST/DEL insert/delete key

and overtyping to produce the

new version. Then press the

Return key, so that the new
version replaces the original one

in the computer's program

memory. Try it. and if the

running total by adding t

55 LETT = T + W
i-s I'KIN P'TOTAL

REQUIRED 1S";T

The effect of 55 is to accu-

mulate the values of W as they

are calculated with an add-lo-

memory button — usually

marked M + — then you will be

able to see the similarity. By the

way, Acorn/BBC users will

need to add another line

5 LETT =

d RUN is entered.

70 PR1NT-ANY MORE DATA"
80 : -FUT-Y OR n-;a*
90 I F R*-"Y" THEN 10

.00 IF ft*<>"N" THEN 80

which you give a value in

response lo line 80. If it has

value Y the program goes back

along the same lines. Instead of

asking if there's any more data,

ii assumes there is until the

given equals /t-ro. When [ i

- phone ""

dbytl pho
te the t

>. When the

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 1.



IB REM TELEPHONE BILL
20 REM BSJ FOR C64 DEC S3
30 READ UP'REM UNIT PRICE
100 PR INT"J TELEPHONE
1 10 INPUT"»HINUTES"JM
1E-B

170 F

PUT'
;0 ANO S*0 THEN 300
"SECONDS PER UNIT
fT<<M*60tS)-^U)H
l+NU

"CUM UNITS";
150 GOTO 110
200 PRINT-MTOTHL UNITS
S10 PR=CU*UP
220 PRINT-COST OF UNIT!
£30 TV»INT(PR*I . 13*. 3).

240 PRINT"TOTAL COST
300 OATH 4.7

The REM mean* remark, and
allows me to pin reminders in

Ihc program. The GOTO i>n

line 180 is an unconditional

jump. Look carefully ji i he use

of INT at line -230. The +.5
rounds the

ihe compound
ne 130. You can

-c Iw aim billing words. AND
nd OR, but they can combine
. miiny conditions as you like,

ui beware, like add and

eeedence. Jusi as Z + 3*4 is

ietiiaiedas2 + (3-

works. Notice the use or INT tc

test if there is no remainder to a

division. Also notice that the

largest number you need tc

is the INT of the square roi

X. that's the effect of the

SQR(X) function.

Homework time:

1 Write a program to check
if a 72-inch pipe can be cut into

a number of lengths X inches
long, without any wastage. X is

the value you decide when the

program is RUN in response lo
.in INPUT request.

2 Write a program to accept as

numbers and find the largest

one. To indicate the end of ihe

imber should
the signal to gin

A = t) Ok (II

Notic Ihe READ and DATA

IM'I I

;ilk'CiS!ii e ii value o a variable.

UP -4.7. but READ is the get

i'r;illy agreed method.
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My Spectrum and Me
Since children under 10 are now
gaining exposure to micro-
computers at school, the age of

the average programmer is sure

10 drop. Normal teach yourself

programming books are too

complicated for such young
students, so it's good to see a

book dedicating itself to

primary school children and to

the current favourite home
computer, the Spectrum.

ling that mum or dad
up the Spectrum, the

dook s 84 pages take the

youngster through elementary

m pin -

liii'irw

program
_ PRINT, then

. variables, colours,

strings, and the like. The text is

easy to follow, without talking

down to the reader, and there

are many amusng cartoon illus-

trations and short example
programs.
One good example of the

book's style is when it explains

the word "concatenation".
This is what it says — "Concat-
enation is a very, very big word.

It's a bit of a mouthful, but iti

meaning is very simple. It just

means putting characters silk-

by-side. So if you put DON
next to KEY, you'll get DON-
KEY." It then goes on to put

this concept into computer

terms, already covered in the

book, tr couldn't be simpler, or

more clearly explained.

The true lest of such a book
is not what an adult thinks but

the reaction of children. My
two testers, aged seven and nine

just couldn't put the book
down. It made a very pleasant

change for them to be learning

something about the Spectrum,

rather than just playing games.

At half the price of most games,

that must make it excellent

value for money.

Price: £2.95

Publisher: Duckworth

Meyer Solomon

Amstrad Concise

BASIC Specification

t is an unfortunate fact of life

nan u fact urers may produce

ome excellent hardware the

iccompanying manuals are

often a failure. The Amstrad
CPC464

I have

far from

If I had to sum up the style of

the Amstrad manual in a word

it would be "cluttered". In the

keywords section, there are

often three or four commands
crammed on to each page. Even
the program listings are teeming

with multi-statement lines. The
manufacturer must have been

aware of the drawbacks of the

documentation as this manual,

the Concise BASIC Specifica-

tion, has been published by
Amstrad.
The Concise BASIC Specifi-

accompanying it — but only

fractionally!

The manual consists of

black plastic ringbind.
complete with its own library

case, and is very impressivi

Hot refill

of the contents

reveals that 95 per cent

riiiiiL-M.il can be found
original manual.
The only advantage of the

book is the speed with which

one can locale information. To
charge £20 is daylight robbery.

Price: £19.95

: Amstrad

Commodore 64
Omnibus

This volume is a combination

two earlier books. As such, it

provides information for both

the beginner i

.

advanced user. No effort has

been made to integrate the ti

component works, one is simply

tagged straight onto the other.

This means that the sequence of

chapters isn't always logical and

some page/ figure references

haven't been changed t(

for the new format. These

points are fairly small and don't

really mess things up too much.
In effect, this book Tills the

huge number of holes left by the

official Commodore manuals.

For beginners, detailed inform-

ation is provided on BASIC
programming, hi-res graphics,

redefining characters, sprites,

sound and permanent storage

The text is easy to follow anc

routines. Sound and redefined

character sections at

larly well suppor
for ;ning

mple
program.

The advanced scititm i:

on to machine code and it

in graphics. The use of the 1541

disk drive is discussed ir

dcpih and is given a better

treatment than the booklet

which comes with the disc... A
number of useful machine cod(

routines arc provided for the

manipulation of hi-resolution

graphics and raster interrupts.

Whilst BASIC loaders are

provided Tor some
would have liked tc

an assembler to enable the easy

yofsc
an extremely

useful compilation which is

both informative and readable.

At the price it represents good

Price: £9.95

Publisher: Cen
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Smash those walls down! By David
Holmes

This golden oldie was a

chart topper in the early

days of home comput-
ing, way back in the early '80s.

Here we give it a new lease of
life on a very modern micro.

Using your bat and bail,

demolish the walls. Their
colours and shapes change at

each attempt. Full instructions

are displayed at the beginning
' f the game.

-3

tforiobloj

ll.iNi cnimir values

\.l co-ordinates of ball
150-250 check for contact, variables

1120-11511 fill colour array
260-330 if last brick then build 116-1220 di.play screen heading.

AS reads which key pressed
340-3K0 has ball hit side or end 1230-1471) build ualls in chosen

B ASCof AS
BAT rou co-ordinate of bat

.--'iLl-JI-d move bat !Jflll-IS4l) sci up screen display

Y.< ririv bai position
460 kadi in main line 1550-1580 clear main window

KH previous bat position
y.r WLirlins loop counters

530-560 supply new ball and 1590-1410 read keyboard inputs

1620-IMO breakpoint re-sets

"11-660 ;nd Bamc routine. keyboard

QI.Q2.QJ.Q4 control posilinn

TQ ™ds

n
da'i

,

'i

L

n ioto™d'
0r

6^Tm"moiTbz'
fca""e 1650-1770 introductory tunc

I7W-IS0O tone periods and
T20-79O HH up windows.

keyboard and sound iai0-|gS0 game over sound loop

10 REM SMASHOUT an AMSTRAD
20 REM D&vid Holmes 1984.
30 DN BREAK GOSUB 1620
40 RANDOMIZE (TIME 1

50 rjLS:DEF FN5p=INT(RND*14)*l
60 DIM TP( 14) ,CL(14>
70 SYMBOL AFTER 200
80 SYMBOL 237,223, 233,273,0, 251*251 ,231,0
70 GOSUB 1090
100 GOSUB 990

IQSUS 910
[SUB 730

130 GOSUB l l 70

i: (.OMl'UilNti WHKIY 23 April IfISS



200
210
220
230
240
230
21

270

3 30
340
350
360
370
SS0
390

1 GOSUB 1240
I GOSUB 680
I REM MAIN LINE
I IF ct<y,xKl THEN 230
I SOUND 7, tp(FNsp) ,16,12,1
) LOCATE K,ytPRINT CHRS<32)

C t '. y , H ) =0

PEN 3sPAPER 2:LOCATE 7,25:PRINT score
PEN 2iPAPER 0:LOCATE xt,yt:PRINT CHR*(32)
LOCATE K,y:PRINT CHR*(231)

y fo

ct(yt,!
IF score<l OR INTOcore/target
LOCATE K,y:PRINT CHR*(32)
PRINT HI," Press the COPY
GOSUB 1660
GOSUB 1600
PRINT #i,CHR*<7) sGOSUB 15.

target=tai-get +7B0:GOSUB II

GOTO 130
yt=y:y=y+y2
IF y>15 OR y<5 THEN SOUND

arget THEN 340

36,16,10,1; y2=-y2

560
•:m
500

740
750
760

IF k>37 THEN SOUND 7,956,16,10,1: x2=-x2
IF w<4 THEN x2=-x2:BDT0 470
REM MOVE THE BAT
a*=INKEY*
IF a*="" THEN 170 ELSE b=ASC(a*>
IF(b=241 OR b=10) AND bat<13 THEN hat=bat'
IF(b=240 OR b = tl) AND bat>3 THEN bat=bat-:
GOTO 170
GOSUB 680
GOTO 170
IF lbal + l =y>0R<bat*-2=y>0R(bat+3=y> THEN SOUND 7,956,16
PAPER 0:LOCATE xt,yt:PRINT CHR*(32>
y3=y3+l:IF y3>15 THEN y3=4
y»y3sb»ll*-b«lls-l
IF balls<0 THEN 570
GOSUB 1520
PRINT #1," Press the COPV key for the next ball."
GOSUB 1600
PRINT #1,CHR*<7>
GOTO 170
PRINT #1," tW GAME OVER tttt":TARGET=7B0
GOSUB 1820
IF SCORE >HSCORE THEN HSCORE=SCORE
SCQRE=0:GOSUB 1200:GOSUB 1000
PRINT #1," Press the COPY key -for another game."
GOSUB 1660
GOSUB 1600
PRINT ttl,CHR*(7>
GOSUB 1560
GOTO 140
REM BAT
PEN 2iPAPER 0:LOCATE 2,er:PRINT CHR*<32
FOR q=l TO 3:LOCATE 2,bat+q
PRINT CHR*(13B) :NEXT
RETURN
REM STARTER
MODE 1

DIM 13<6>:DIM ct (16,38)
DEFINT a,z jfiHA
WINDOW HI ,1,40,21,21

10,1:GOTD 390



CDPY KEY to start

770 ENV 1,4,-2,2
700 SPEED KEY 2,2
793 RETURN
300 REM INSTRUCTIONS
810 FOR q=25 TO 1 STEP -1

820 LOCATE 1,Q
830 clr=cl (FNspl : INK I ,clr
840 PEN IsPRINT STRING* ( 40 , CHR:

850 NEXT
860 INK .1,6
870 LOCATE 12,4:PEN 2

8B0 PRINT "SMASHOUT an AMSTRAD
890 LOCATE 2, 7: PRINT"Use the o
900 LOCATE 2,9;PRINT"control tl

910 LOCATE 2, 1 1 : PRINT"Keep on
920 LOCATE 2 , 13: PRINT"the high
930 LOCATE 2 , 15s PRINT"Press th
940 LOCATE 11,24:PRINT CHR*<164>:" David
950 B08UB 1660
960 GOSUB 1600
970 RETURN
980 REM VARIABLES
99B target=780:hsi:ore=0:5care=0
1000 X=4:xt =x:y3=4!y=y3:yt^y!y2=ls;<2=y2:

102B balls=9-INT(scor-e/7B0!
1030 IF ualls<5 THEN balla=5
1040 PAPER #0,0
1050 INK 0,0: INK 2,26:80RDER 15

1060 PEN'tt l,3iPAPER #1,0
1070 RETURN
1080 REM MUSIC
1090 RESTORE 1110
1100 FOR q = l TO 14:READ tp(q):NEXT
1110 DATA 119,106,95,89,00,71,63,239,213,190,17'
1120 REM COLOURS
1130 FOR q=l TO 14:READ cl<q>:NEXT
1140 DATA 2,6,6,11,0,8,14,15,15,16,18,18,21,24
1150 RETURN
1160 REM SCREEN
1170 t*="SMASHOUT on AtlSTRAD"
USB PEN 3:PAPER 2
1190 LOCATE 11,1: PRINT t*l RETURN
1200 FOR q=l TO 38:F0R q2=l TO 16
1210 ct (q2,q>=0:NEXT:NEXT
122B RETURN
1230 REM BUILD THE WALLS
1240 PEN 3: PAPER 2
1250 FOR 1=2 TO 39:L0CATE 1,3:PRINT CHR*(237>
1260 LOCATE l,17sPRINT CHR* (237) : NEXT
1270 FOR 1=4 TO 16:LDCATE 39,1
12B0 PRINT CHR* ( 237 >: NEXT
1290 cll=cl (FNsp) : IF Cll=cl2 THEN 129B
130B cl2=cll
1310 INK 1, ells PAPER 2

132B PEN 1

1330 ON INT(RND»2>+1 GOTO 1340,1410
1340 FOR q=l TO 6
1350 ql=INT(RND*19)+17
1360 IF(ql=q3(l! >0Rlql=q3l2> )0R(ql=q3(3) lORfq
1370 FOR q2=4 TO 16

13BB LOCATE ql,q2:PRINT CHR* (237) : ct
f q2, q 1 ) =1

1390 q3(q)=qliNEXT q

=q3<4>)0R<ql=q3<5>> THEN 135

E COMPUTING WI-F.Kt.V 2.1 April ]"»3S



1520
1530
1540

GOTO 1490
q4=INT(RND#6)+19
FOR q = l TO 6
q2=INT(RND*13)+4
IF<q2=q3!l> )0R<q2=q3(2> )DR(q2=q3{3> )0R(q2=q3(4) >0R(q2=q3<5> ) THEN 1430
FDR ql=q4 TO q4+12
LOCATE ql,q2:PRINT CHRK237 ) ! ct (q2 , ql ) =1 : NEXT ql
q3(q)=q2:NEXT q
REM SCREEN DISPLAY
PEN 3
LOCATE 1,25: PRINT" SCORE" ; SPACE* ( 1 1

1

; "BEST" ; SPACE* ( 1 1
)

; "BALLS"
LOCATE 22,25:PRINT hscare
PEN 3:PAPER 2:L0CATE 7,25:PR1NT score
LOCATE 38,25:PRINT balls;

RETURN
REM CLEAR FOR NEW GAME
FOR q=4 TO 16:L0CATE 2,q
PRINT SPACES<37) sNEXT
RETURN
REM INPUT KEYS
IF 1NKEY(76><0 AND INKEY(9)<0 THEN 1600
RETURN
SPEED KEY 6,6
END
REM
REM TUNE

1670 ENV 1,10,-1,1;ENV 2,10,-1,2
1680 ENV 3, 10,-1 ,3:ENV 4,10,-1,4
1690 RESTORE 1780
1700 FOR play=l TO notes
1710 READ period, duration
1720 ve=INT<duratian/10>
1730 SOUND 7,period,di
1740 IF INKEY!9>>-1 OR INKEY
1750 NEXT:SOUND 7,319,100,0
1760 GOTO 1690
1770 RETURN
1780 DATA 319,20,319,30,319
,30, 379,10,379,30,358,10,379
, 30 , 379 ,10,319,30,319,10
1790 DATA 2B4,30,253, 10,213,30,213, 10
, 10,319,40,319,30,319, 10,213
,40,253,30,379,10,379,30
1S00 DATA 355,10,379,30,426.
,20,213,30,213,10, 190,30, 191

,] 0,319, 40

1830 FOR 0=1 TO S
1B40 READ TO
1850 SOUND 7, TO, 5,
I960 NEXT
1B70 RETURN
18B0 DATA 60,63,71

r/fe) :.--- THEN 1770

284,30,319

1,89,95, 1.06,
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To ceiebrafe

St George's day
we've got a
special dragon
program, from
Andrew Bird.

Kill the beastie

to save the

damsel In distress

Today is St Geoge's day
and we've got a topical

George and the dragon
program.

You ate George, and yout
' tgerous mission is tosavcthe

iiitiful princess from the

jcious dragon. The dragon is

'anting on the damsel and
inged beyond

ecognition if you can't reach

200O-2180 slay dragon i

400M100 dragon ad™
5000-5080 damsel barm
7000-7060 ic-colour siei

8000-8160 instructions
9000-9040 graphics

9500-9520 in/code sour

<1'
'

I'lli 1""!

Dim *. Dim j



=83* SUNDER 2> PftPER 3i D.S
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UJ
This utility, written

by H Shaw, enables

you to delete

blocks of lines

UJ
a

o
oa

ommand to allow deletion of a
lock of lines from a BASIC

id when writing a program.

and is eitensively error trapped

to eliminate the possibility of

crashing (he computer. No
knowledge of machine code is

required to enter the program
or to use it. Just follow the step

listing 1 — BASIC

2. Save a copy of the program
on tape before running. This is

a wise precaution in case you
have made some error which
will cause the computer to crash
— this way you can re-load the

program rather than re-type it

3. Run the BASIC program.
The BASIC loader contains a

sumcheck routine and if you
have made an error in entering

any or the DATA statements

the program will stop and
indicate which line contains the

error. If this happens cotrccl

the DATA and re-run the

program.
When the correct DATA has

been POKEd, the program will

indicate this and instruct you to

place a blank cassette in your
recorder and save the code.

Line 310 takes care of saving

the aciual machine code.

The BASIC program finally

gives brief instructions on the

command syntax for calling the

delete utility.

4. The BASIC program is no
longer required but a copy
should be saved in the normal

back-up since it can be

i be machine code for the utility.

CLEAR 64984. This en:

that after loading the t

delete program stored a

this

ted t

2. Load the saved machine code
using Load ""CODE.
3. The block delete utility is

now present in high memory to

be used as required and will

remain there until you switch

off the power. You can NEW a
BASIC without losing the

4. Now load your own BASIC
program from tape in the usual
way or type in a BASIC
program.

5. To use the block delete utility

ism-
! he command:

RANDOMIZE USR 65000 :

REM 120, 240
where the numbers after the

REM are the first and last li

6. The correct syntax for

command is necessary fi

successful deletion. How

:rapped and the worst

should befall you is that re
an error message.

7. The Spectrum ROM t

handling routine is used and the

possible error messages arc:

Invalid Arguement: if you call

the Delete routine when no
BASIC program is present

00 big: if either of the

imbers after the REM

160
180
200
210
220
230
240

ROR :

260
270
280

BORDER 1: PAPER 5: INK 1: CLE
i REM BASIC COMPILER FOR BLOCK DELETE M/C
PRINT AT 8,1; FLASH 1; "COMPILING CODE - PLEAS

iIT. "

' LET X=64985
i FOR J=l TO 25
i LET T=0
FOR K-l TO B
READ A: LET T=T+A
POKE X,A
LET X=X+ 1

NEXT K
READ CHECK
IF TOCHECK THEN CLS : PRINT AT 8,4;"DATA ER
N LINE ";970+10*J: STOP
NEXT J

CLS
PRINT "CORRECT DATA POKED."



300 PRINT '"PLACE ft BLANK CASSETTE IN YOUR RECOR
DER AND SAVE THE M/C.

"

310 SAVE "BL0CKDEL"CODE 64995,200
lower than [he first 400 CLS PRINT '"MACHINE CODE NOW SAVED.
characters which are not

8. Following an error re-enler

TO USE THE BLOCK DELETE UTILITY ENTER THE COMMAND

410 PRINT '"'RANDOMIZE USR 65000:REM 120,450"
Ihe command correctly. 420 PRINT '"WHERE 120 IS THE FIRST LINE TO BE D

ELETED AND 450 THE LAST.

"

How H worki
10-140 define system pointers
160-230 set aside 15 store

990 REM DATA FOR M/C
1000 DATA 255.255,255,255,255,255,255,255,2040

addresses and initially load lOlO DATA 255,255,255,255,255,255,255,33,1818
160 reads system variable 1020 DATA 165,220,6, 15,54,255,35, 16,766

faio be^iiiffpreiid '

Chfl'°C " 1O30 DATA 251 , 62, 2, 205, 1 , 22, 42, 93, 678
27IW20 cheek that the first line 1040 DATA 72,35,35, 17,165,220, 126,205,395
OOJTo''" ehecfc'T so

%

d''i
1050 DATA 27,45,56, 48,6,5, 126,254,567

number parameter 1060 DATA 44, 40, 12, 205, 27, 45, 56, 36, 465
SM

romine™
nl*in ""* ""S!aEC 1070 DATA 18, 19,35, 16,241,24,27,35,415

640-700 system variable is 1080 DATA 17, 170,220, 126,205,27,45,56,866
loaded with store address ST1 1090 DATA 19,6,5,126,254, 13,40, 16,479
in lines 640-700 1100 DATA 205,27,45,56,7,18, 19,35,412

,

"S5Cn£SS
1110 DATA 16,241,207,5,207,25,207,9,917
1120 DATA 33,165,220,34,93,92, 126,205,968

to BASIC via the error 'Para- 1130 DATA 59,45,205,162,45,205,197,22,940
820-900 the address in the 1140 DATA 237,67,175,220,33, 170,220,34,1156
» E™l«ed 1' found'w'ina

1150 DATA 93,92,126,205,59,45,205,162,987
the ROM subroutine LADD 1160 DATA 45,205, 197,22,237,67,177,220,1170.
ddKN

"'"'"*
given "line

1170 DATA 42, 175,220, 167,237,66,48,204, 1159
number 1180 DATA 42,175,220,205,110,25,229,237, 1243

''Vwamarea^hVla'sl line
1190 DATA 75,75,92, 167,237,66,225,48,985

to be deleted is found using 1200 DATA 189,229,42,177,220,205, 110,25,1197
1030-1100 the ROM subroutine

1210 DATA 229,237,75,75,92, 167,237,66,1178
NEXT! is used to find the 1220 DATA 225,56,9,42, 177, 220,43, 3, B06
number. NEXT 1 returns the

1230 DATA 177,220,24,233,205, 184,25,99, 1166
1240 DATA 107, 209, 205, 229, 25, 207, 255, 201 , 1438

Listing 2 — m/c membkf

B001O ORO 564.S5 00310 UR C , ERNEB00S0 5T1 EOU 5W3S 00320 LD 6,500030 5T2 EOU S64.SP
OfflO4-0 CHflDD ECU 2354-5 00330 LPS LD A, IHL.i

O03S0 UR z',XHPS00050 5ETSTK EOU siBCS
000SB NUHERIC EOfJ W2D1B
00070 jntfp eol< seose 00370 UR C , ERN2O0O3O LAC'D EOU BISSE 00330 LD fC'EJ ,«00090 NEXT1 EOU B39BS 0039P INC DE80100 REC-1 EOU »a9ES 004-00 INC HLB0110 TOE-C EOU ItSC-flE
00120 CHflNOPEN EOU WlSOi 004-20 UR ERMiBB130 FLIME EOU 554-95 004-30 INP2 INC HL80140 1-LINE EOU 564-97 004.4.0 LEV r>E , ST280 150 ;**»*******-f-**$*-t-**ij 00450 LD A, IHLJ00150 SYSU DEPS 1

5

004-60 CALL NUMERIC
004-70 JR C.ERM2©0150 ent 004-30 LD 6,500190 START LD HL,5T1 0B4.9O LP3 LD A, IHLJ00300 LD S , 15 00500 CP 1300210 LP1 LtJ_iHL),»Ff 00510 UR Z/MUHE
00520 CALL NUMERIC

0024-0 LD R,2
0aesB call chhmupem
00250 LD Hi. , (CKnC'DJ

00530 UR CERN2
00540 LD (DEJ ,H
00550 INC DE
0OS5B INC HL
00570 DUNZ LP300230 INP1 LP D£ , ST1 00530 ERNI RST BOS00290 LD fl, (Hi..' 00590 DEEB BBS00300 CALL NUMERIC 0B500 ERN2 R5T »03
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00&S0
0054:0 MOHP

"

EFBcSfc

L.D Hi.,ST2
00780

LD « , fHL.i
ML

00990 fcj

DEC ML

POP C'E

-S-,

MOVEMEAD (MARKETING) LI

5S ALESBUflY STREET
BLETCHLEY, BUCKS.. MM !8M D«pt PCW

Til»phon«:(0»S)7W32'3

-cl; homi- comi'i iim; \s



Flight Link

John Daddy weighs
up the comparative
merits of analogue
versus switched
joysticks

Reviewing the Computek and
Flighi Link Control joysticks

was a stimulating experience. It

was interesting to be abie to

compare two different
approaches to the problems of
joystick control. One box held a
single joystick made by
Computek which used the
analogue principle, and the

Other, by Flight Link Control,
held a pair of switched joy-
sticks. It was also a salutary

lesson on how you shouldn't
jump to conclusions. My first

Hotshot — the switched slick

that both models 1

m ik-

h

methods. One m
iablc

right angles ic

each other

the joystick from left to right

any movement up and down
turns the other. These potentio-
meters then send back to the

analogue port voltages which
depend upon the position of
each of the potentiometers.

The switched version usually

has four switches, two set along
the Y axis at either side of the

joystick and two placed simi-

larly along the X axis. Thus
emeni of the joystick along

g upon the direction of

ent south east (diagonally)

ill operate a switch on both

e X and Y axes.

At first 1 thought I was going

to prefer the switched sticks

because they were more positive

and responsive, but switched

slicks give an all-or-nothing

signal; the object being control

led on the screen moving cither

flat out or not at ail; where.n
the analogue method gives j
varying voltage to the port, thus
giving control of the position,

speed and direction of move-
ment of the screen object.

The problem of switched jo;,

stick- is riiiililigiiied when using

sketching programs. When a
switched joystick is used to

control the cursor you find thui
when the joystick is moved the

otheo
of the sere

.

impossible to position the

cursor at any intermediate
point. However, the analogic
type of joystick gives you cor.-

trol of speed and screen
position of the screen characie;

When using an analogue stick,

the swept area of the (op of the

joystick can be thought of as a

model of the screen and it is as

though the joystick handle is

attached to the screen cursor, or
character with (he cursor
following every movement of
the slick.

The Computek joystick is a
large t able- top model. 100x110
x 150cm high, with a good solid

selfcentring slick which fil:

Inked

> the hand and i

potentiometers,

ich, despite their different

la.iiiiini; stages, but neverthe-

less the joystick is pleasant t<

use and gives good control ol

mechanism is strongly made but

I was concerned about
crude method used to fn

mechanism to the casing. Four
rubber suckers prevent

joystick moving about ot

The Hot (hot u

and have very

The choice really depends
upon your needs. K you spend
all your computer time playing
games then I rccomi

'

Hotshot units which at

Liiin-fiL-il and have a
ponsive and positive joystick

movement. However, :

games depend upon the pt

positioning of a screen charac-
ter in free space which may give

Hotshot some problems. If you
need ;i general purpose jo

-'

then liunputek is thi

choice, especially as
programs can't be controlled by
jnyihiny other than c

logue device. Both ur

comfortable to use and both

actions and moulded plugs.

Manufacturer: Computek

IHsirihuinr: Huromax
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Shingo Sugiura

demonstrates how
to make the

best use of the

built-in BBC
assembler

One of lhe most useful

features of the BBC
micro is ils built-in

assembler. Because It is part of

BASIC, some people may be

misled into thinking that it isn't

very powerful or flexible. In

use. Clever dogs out Ihere may
be thinking "Doesn't he know
the Beeb assembler doesn't have

conditional assembly?". That's

pseudo operators, macros and
conditional assembly are not

implemented in the usual "pro-

fessional" assembler fashion

but then, there's hardly any-

thing that's usual about the

Beeb assembler!

However, all these features

can be very neatly ami easily im-

plemented but before 1 do that

I'd better explain what these

apparently missing features are.

Pseudo operators are names
given to commands directed

machine itself, in BAS1C-I1
some pseudo opera! i

available. These are:

EOUB stands for EQUate Byte.

EQUW stands for EQUate

EQUD stands for EQUate
Double word. This inserts a

double word (16 bit number) at

the current point of assembly

EQUS stands for EQUa
String. This inserts a string (up
to 255 characters in length) at

the current point of assembly.

Listing I shows you how
these can be used but don't

foiget these are only available

on BASIC-11. Now 1 will ex-

plain how they and others may
be implemented on BASIC 1.

This method exploits the facl

between and 3 (0 and 7 in

BASIC-] 1), so we can incor-

porate a function which returns

an integer in an OPT statement,

Since functions in Beeb BASIC

like other BASICS, most of you
have probably already realised

how pseudo operators can be
implemented. The functions

shown in listing 2 should be
stuck at the end of your source

code and then these new pseudo
operators may be used, as

shown in listing 3. One of the

instructions "resv" simply
reserves a block of memory by a
specific number of bytes as

specified by the parameter by
advancing the assembly address

pointer. This can be used in

BASIC-11 as well.

a group of assembler

which may be slotted

it tne current point of assembly
Alien required. It is important

;o realise the difference between

called with a JSR
whereas a macro is repeated

cverytime it's needed. A good
example would be PHAtTXA:
PHA::TYA:PHA. This cannot

be done neatly in a subroutine

for obvious reasons and in any

writing a subroutine and calling

contain assembler
well as BASIC
macros may be implemented in

the same way as pseudo
operators. See listing 4.

Now we move onto condi-

tional assembly. This is a

method of varying the object

code according to a lest. The
test may be carried out in

BASIC so very sophisticated

For example, you may build in

a de-bugging routine into the

object code when testing a piece

4 for ;

piece of hardware and assemble

the appropriate piece code. The
latter option is useful if you are

writing programs on one
machine for various other

eularly useful technique for

writing relatively short pieces of

code for a micro. However the

first technique may be very

useful if used wisely.

Take listing 5 as an example.

If a boolean passed as a para-

meter is TRUE, a code which
saves the registers in zero page

Page 34 HOME COMPUTING V\



10REM Pseudo operato rs
20REM In Bas e-II
30HEM By Shingn Sugi jra

50MODE3
6QF0R pa is-0 TO 3 STEP3'; PX &AO0
70CDPT pass
B0EQUB<5 \ naert 19 at cur
90EDUW!!, <?oo nsert t.1900 at'
lOOEGUDft 234567B) nsert M234567B
llOEQUSC'HELLO") \ nsert
130JNEXT
14OEN0

0AO0 OPT pass
OAOO 05 E(3UB(5)
OAOl 00 17 EQUW<H900>
0fi03 7B 56 34

12 EBUDI&1234S67B)
0A07 4B 45 4C

4C 4F EGUSC'HELLD")

Mnsert &1234567B at I

10REM Pseudo operators
20REM For Basic-I
30REM By Shingo Sugiura
40
50DEFFNequb < number)
60?PX=numberiP7.-PX+l

BODEFFNequw (number

)

90?PX=number MOD 256; P10PX+
100?PX=number DIV 256: P7.-PX+

120DEFFNequd (number)
1 30 ! PX=number s PX-PX+4

1 SODEFFNequs. ( str ingS)
160*PX=string*
170PX=PX+LEN string*
lB0=pass
190DEFFNrt?5v (bytes)
200PX«PX+bytes
210=pas-s

. inserted ii
I primed li he contents of the

X register and V
ay, [he user mi\ fli-.vl, register iu.i Lifter tin- OSB1 li-

me contents of I he register % citll hits iieeti executed. When
from BASIC using indirection you have iesled (his piece of
operators. Run the program, code, ii mas he reassembled
and then call ihe nullum emit «iih "(JIT JNdebtitt 1 RI.H"
roulinc by typing CALL amended (o '"OPT
&AOO. Now ivpc PIJIM I \dcbug(FALSE)".
"&~V. "A"l. 7&72. I'hc values

10REM Pseudo op
20REM For Basic
30REM By Shingo
40

Bugii

50MODE

7

60F0R pass=0 TO 3 STEP3: PX=&7000
70EOPT pass
BOOPT FNequb(5) Mnsert
90DPT FNequw((il900> Mnsert
100DPT FNequd(!.1234567B) Mnsert
1100PT FNequsC'HELLQ") Mnsert
120DPT FNresv(5,A) \Reservi
130DNEXT
1 40END
150DEFFNequb (number)

19 at currG
M900 at current a7asembiy"
M234567B at current aasemb
"HELLO" at current assembly

1 10 bytes

HIIMi; (.OMPUTINII WEEKLY 23 April



160?P7.=number iPX-PX+1

lBODEFFNequw •^^
190?P7.=number MOD 256 :P7. PX+1
200?P7.=number DIV 256: PX- P7,+

1

«s^^^B"^ ttj210-pass
220DEFFNequd number)
230 IPX-number : PX=PX+4

^H &
250DEFFNequs
260*PX=strinc

string*)
* ^^p*

270P7.-PV.+LEN string* ^^BL' ^^^^^ritt
2B0»pass
290DEFFNresv
300PX=PX*b yt e

s

^^^^^^^
310-paSS
7000
7001 DPT FNequb 5) \Insert 19 at current assembly address

7003 OPT FNequw 8.1 900) Mnsert &190O at current assembly address

7007 OPT FNequd &1234567B) Mnsert M2345678 at current assembly

700C DPT FNequs "HELLO") Mnsert "HELLO" at current assembly

7016 OPT FNresv tcA) \Reserve 10 bytes

IJslinB 4

10REM Implementing Macrc
20REM For Ba sic-I
30REM By Shi
to
50MODE7
60F0R pass-0 TO 3 STEP3: P7.«t<7O00

7OC0PT pass
BOOPT FNsave stack
90
100
110
1200PT FNrest

\ Any t ding here

ore \Restar e registers
130RTS \B8Ck t Basic
1401NEXT
150END
160DEFFNsave
170COPT pass
lBOPHft \Push i

190TXAiPHA \Push X

200TYA:PHA \Push Y-register d

2io:

230DEFFNre5tc
240COPT pass
250PLA:TAY \Pull Y-register -f -om stack ^V3
260PLA: TAX -register -from stack ^M
27GPLA \PulI A from stack
2B03
290=pass

7000 OPT pass
7000 OPT pass
7000 4B PHA \Push accumulator onto stack
7001 BA TXA
7002 4B PHA ster onto stack
7003 9B
7004 4B PHA
70O5 OPT FNsave \S*ve registers un stack
7003 *!

m>\n ! iimi'I ii'.i. <a



7005 \ Any coc
700=
70O5 OPT
7005 66 PLA
7006 AS TAY \Pull Y-register
7007 68 PLA
700S AA TAX \Pul 1 X-regi ster ck
7009 68 PLA \Pull A from tack
700A OPT FNrn tore \Restare reg sters
700A 60 RTS \Back to Bas c

10REM Example of condition
ZOREM By Shingo Sugiura
30REM August 19S4
40
50F0R pass-0 TO 3 STEP3: PX-&A0O
60 COPT pass
70LDA#13=
90JSR &FFF4
900PT FNflBbugCTRUE)
OORTS
OJNEXT

20END
30DEFFNdebug < swi tch

)

40IF switch CDPT pass: STA&70: 5TX&71

OAOO OPT pase
OAOO A9 87 LDAK13S
0A02 20 F4 FF JSR S.FFF4
OA05 OPT pas
0AO5 b39 70 STA&70
0A07 tib 71 5TXS.71
0A09 UA 72 STY&72
OAOB OPT FNd
OAOB 60 RTS

TI-99/4A SPECIAL OFFER

JL INTRIGUE
X SOFTWARE

AMSTRAD CPC464 ADVENTURES

THE TRIAL of ARNOLD BI

ARNOLD goes toSOMEWHERE ELSE
THE WISE and FOOL of ARNOLD BI

NEW TITLES

ANGELIQUE; A GRIEF ENCOUNTER
'] retoillnicmi it highly." I'CW Martli 'SS.

brawn free:

Arcade Hardware, 211 Horton Rd.
Faliowfleld, Manchester M14 7QE.
061-225 2248

Yes, it's the second T.I. owners
convention and Arcade Hardware will

be there with a superb range of goodies
for your TI-99/4A.

Hardware and Peripherals from
T.I. Boxcar, Axiom and Personal

Peripherals. The Myarc range of
products will be there too including

their new mini-box.

Software will also be available

including new Extended Basics, and
modules from Parker Bros. T.I.

Imagic, Navarone and others.

SEE YOU THERE!!
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In part three of our BASIC conversion

series, Peter Green demonstrates how
to manipulate strings

K siring, in BASIC, is simply a

tring of characters. This is

often just text to be printed, but

tcters in a string variable

(eg a 52-character siring using a

single- byte code to represent

playing cards), or have a string

codes, so that priming the siring

;s the printer lo bold face or

l knowing what
ontrol codes havt.-.

and what the equivalents arc on

the target machine, (Naturally
'

:y aren't standard — on the

C PRINT CHRSIKO means

xi screen mode, on the

„.rent character. This is more
properly a graphics problem,

and conversion tables will be

included in my next article.

Strings can be manipulated in

several ways, and as usual there

are two methods — Sinclair's,

and everyone else's. Mosl
people use the standard Micro-

specified string. M1DS pulls a

suhnrineot characters from the

middle of the siring. LEN
returns the length of a string.

STRS converts a number to its

(123.4 becomes " 123,4").

Watch this one: most BASICS
lag an extra character on the

from of the siring io represent

you expect for posiliv

the Spectrum will evaluate a

string expression before doing

VAL; all other BASICS ignore

everything after the first non-

numeric character. For
example. VAL <"22 + !0"|

gives 32 on the Spectrum and 22

on every!hing else. On ihe

BBC/ Electron, the function

EVAL does this job. allowing a

straight conversion. On oilier

mpuie

problems!
irthe program realh can

subroutine which can split up
s of numerical expressions

exactly a trivial programming
- especially since you have

aintain algebraic priori!)

plicalioi

logic
operators).

CHRS or a number produc
a one-byle string whose ASCII
code is the number supplied.

This works in any BASIC
(amazing! True compatibilit

last).

The inverse operation

ASC. which returns the ASCII
code of Ihe first character in

siring. Once again Sinclair goes

CODE us the BASK' keyword

Also, watch what happens i

you try ASCfnull string). The
BBC returns —I, the Amstrad,

an error, and the Spectrum

Either make sure that strings

anoihcr. returning the pos

no match. Example 2

standard string commands to

duplicate 1NSTR. Both the

BBC and Amstrad allow r-
search lo sian at any point

represented here by variable s

This program uses no:

Sinclair keywords, so how ci

you aller it to run on
V-'ciimii? Read on.

Siindaii BASIC dispcus

with Ihe specific slrin

commands of Microsoft
BASIC, using instead a s _!

concept of siring slicing. Slicing

means thai a string variable is

irealed as a one-dimensional

array or single characters, pans
of which can be sliced out using

the syntax:

AJ(S TO E)

Here AS is ihe stri

starting character, ; d fc i, the

looking at the 'Slh' to w
characters in Ihe string AS.
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Obviously [his is analgous to

MID$(AS.5.length), where
length isE-S+l.

Either S or E may be left out

completely, as BASIC assumes
that you mean "the first charac-
ter" or "the last character"
respectively: i.e. LEFTS and
RIGHTS equivalents. It isn't

A$l TO orAS(
)

the whole string,

i.e. AS.

Remember that the start an
end characters are inclusivi

which is why I is added whe
calculating the equivaler
length for a Microsol
command. Vou also nee
mental gymnastics (and tfi

length of the string) to work 01
the equivalent for a RIGHTS
command. Example 3 gives

string slicing equivalents
"

each of Ihe three Micro:

commands. Pay attention to

MIDS and RIGHTS version

understand the relations

between S. E and length.

There's an added com
cation to string arrays on

figure being Ihe maximun
length of each entry. This las

figure may be replaced by i

slicing expression in strini

An example should maki
things clearer. On mos
BASlCs, DIM AS(3,20) will se

array, with each array entr;

capable of being any size up ti

characters) On the Spectrum,
)IM AS(3,20) sen

characters long. (There is no
uch thing a.

Spectrum: entries

ire padded ut with spaces to

i length). So Ihe

ist DIM AS(J),

Consider
l| means AS(2,

TOI1))., :AS(2){ TO 11),

LEFTS) A$(2),
1 BASICS. Easy.

eallv: like ) BASIC conver-

Spectrum i volves deciding

what effect Ihe source program
is trying to achieve, then seeing

how io do the equivalent thing

The Amslrad version of
MIDS can also function as a

Example 1

Finally, on the BBC or
Electron you may come across
something like 56000 =
"ABCDE", $S="ABCDE"

or AS = SS. The first two

is added at the end to indicate

the end of the siring
conversely, when PEEKing, Ihe

end of the siring is assumed lo

be Ihe first CHRS(I3) encouni

entered directly inlo known
memory locaiions (for machine

lOO REM ** Spectrum source program
110 LET c=CODE A*
120 rest of program

other computers can use POKE
and PEEK on Ihe string charac
lers. Otherwise, just use a new

string.

100 REM ** Amstrad or Beeb target program
HO IF A*="" THEN c=0:GOTO 120 'Force c to
Spectrum val ue
115 c=ASC(A*)
120 rest of program

Example 2

100 ' SI* = string to be searched
110 ' S2* = string to be searched for
120 ' s = starting position for search
130 ' p = match position (0 if no match found)
140 '

150 '

160 p=0
170 IF LEN<S2*)>LEN(Sl*)+l-c THEN RETURN
1B0 ' (string cannot be contained in a smaller

190 FDR c=s TD LEN ( S 1 * ) -LEN (S2*> +1
200 ' (No point in searching once remainder of SI*

is shorter than S2«)
210 IF MID*(Sl*,e,LEN(S2*> )=S2* THEN p=c : c=LEN(S
1*)+1
220 ' (if S2* found within SI*, save position in p

and force exit from FDR/NEXT loop)
230 NEXT
240 RETURN ^4
250 ' fiM*
500 ' *# EXAMPLE ** fQSO
510 S1*="UNDERGRDUND" i S2*="UND" : s=l fll
520 GOSUB 160 If
530 ' Now p=l O
540 s=6 H
550 60SUB 160 ^=^L
560 ' Now p=9 ^ I'j/nlit*,

on Ihe left-hand side of an
equals sign, meaning "replace
the indicated part of Ihe string

with the string on Ihe right-

hand side of the equals sign".

Example 4a shows how this

works, and 4b and 4c give the
Microsoft and Sinclair equi-

valent functions.

expressions mean POKE ihe
characters or siring AS inio

successive memory locations
starring al address 6000 (or
address S). while the ihird

means let AS equal ihe string

found by PEEKing characters

from memory location S

WhenPOKEing, CHRS(B)

ffi
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If an advertisement

iswrong we're here

to put it right.

If you see an advertisement in the press, in print

n posters or in the cinema which you find

nacceprable. write to us at the address below.

ngStandardsAuthoriry, |
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Each Issue will be produced in
cooperation with Eecaan our
Znterplanetory Adviser who on his
home planet, Aargon, is a member of

the Association of Supreme Players.
He will he monitoring developments
in the games industry and advising
Computer Gamer readers with all

their gaming problems. Included in
each issue will he pages of review of
the latest games releases, special
Adventure features and a help-line,

invaluable articles on how to 'crack'

specific games a high-score page,
exciting programs to type in for

most of the popular home computers,
news, competitions, reviews of
peripherals and computers
themselves If relevant to the games
field and LOTS more.

Also, all readers of Computer Gamer
will have the opportunity to join
our tremendous Reader's Club —
each member will receive a

membership card and a regular
newsletter which will contain up-to-

the-minute news and all sorts of

offers on a variety of products.
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01-437 0699
IEXT 322.
Send your requirements lo:

David Hoi in'

ASP LTD.
1 Golden Square,
London W1R 3AB

LbHinULfUKC OH, LII1A
SOFTWARE LIBRARY

" WIN A COLOUR T.V."

EEIZBEE

CBM 64 VIC-20

SOFTWARE CENTRE

EINSTEIN SPECIALISTS
Wordstar professional

Datastar
Reportstar

All three £375

Einstein from £350
52A Bromham Rd 3 Crosskeys
Bedford St. Neots,
0234 44733 Cambridgeshire

0480 72013

DRAGON 33 VC3C include all

leads. Over 50 software programs
including Frogger and Telewriier

and many other* for £215.00.

Phone [RAG on 01-235 6131. Mon-

library - Membership
Tapes I

I
t 30p P&P). 5

CLASSIFIED -RING
01-437 0699

I

CBM 64
_

,'.'£;

4 I'.n.n. rtsiol

NI ;

',''.','.',."!.''.
; .: .

,;,:

fOKCMT IHf POOU

"zWKVMw!
!„. hhn J,. n'""" viF

I i-UN-M-liMM

TI-99/4A
Software

TEXAS FANS

n jui:
v miw in!i
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WD Software
For Hi.- QL:~-

For Ihe 48K Spectrum :-

Prices

I

Nationwide
Shops and
Dealers

Official Acorn
dealer and bbc service ana

Information centre

n

I for £20 £1.60 p*P-

HecisHPI MF.

C'omm»dare rtpnirs. By '

prtctj— VIC-20modulalo
VIC-20 from £14.50. CBM
£18.00. C2N from £1.00.

rBQ. Tel: (06286) 61

Ifan advertisement
iswrong we're here

to put it right.

on posters or in the ci

unacceptable, unte t(

in the press, in print,

which you find

the address below. £

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT—
ORDER FORM

CLASSIFIED DE
I Golden Square.

Tel: 01-437 06TO

.. liOMF- (IIMI'I 1IN<, W

CLASSIFIED -RING
01-437 0699

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 23 April !985



*«« J«NZLOOP
nLLn

branCh l0 LO"P if

"'s George com petition

;ed up. The program *

I run jb B and no! A- Wei

apologise. and lhan

Jones »lio pointed ou

among others.
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Meet the Gang!

f^J» rtjfe

1st ever multi-role arcade adventure
Includes Hit Single on reverse "Everyone's A Wally" performed by Mike Berry

Spectrum 48K £9.95 rVTP?riYin
Commodore 64 £9.95 'lij Ji ifHJ
Available Shortly On Amstrad CPC 464 44 The Broadway. Bracknell, Berks. 0344 427317



Can you solve the mystery of

featuring the unique new WALK-THRU GRAPHICS SYSTEM

Keyboard or

Kempston joystick

compatible

• 48K Spectrum/

Spectrum Plus

out now

« - Amstrad version

out in May

Cassette £5.95

Disk £8.95

ASHKERON! is a 100%
machine code real-time

unique new WALK-THRU
GRAPHICS SYSTEM-where

^ you go is what you see.

Whichever way you turn, your new

location opens out in perspective before your very eyes!

Available from good software stockists everywhere, or direct from:

MIRRORSOFT, Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd, Holborn Circus, London EC1P 1DQ
Tel: 01-822 3800 or 01-822 3580


